
Term 2 (Half Term 3 and Half Term 4) Algebra and Shape, Space and Measure SET 4&5 Y8 HEGARTY MATHS 

TOPICS HOURS: 48 (CLIP NUMBERS)

ALGEBRA (24 hours)
Simplifying expressions

Simplify expressions by collecting like terms 3 Clip 156,157

Expanding Brackets

Recap how to expand single bracket expressions 2 Clip 160

Factorising expressions 

Recap how to factorise expressions into single brackets 3 Clip 168

Substituting into formulae

Substitute positive and negative integers into simple formulae/expressions 3 Clip 780,781,782

Solving Equations 

Recap how to solve one-step and two-step linear equations Clip 178

Solve linear equations containing fractions (x on the numerator of one side only) Clip 180

Coordinates

Read and plot coordinates in all 4 quadrants 2 Clip 199

Inequalities

Understand what an inequality is and what the notation represents Clip 265

Represent basic inequalities on a number line e.g x < 5 Clip 265

Solve one and two-step linear inequalities Clip 266,269,270

Sequences

Recap how to recognise patterns in sequences of numbers and find the next two terms Clip 197

Use linear expressions to describe the nth term in one-step and two-step arithmetic sequences (e.g. nth term is 3n or 2n + 5) Clip 198

Find a term of a  sequence given its position in the sequence (e.g. what is the 50th term in the sequence? ) Clip 198

SHAPE, SPACE and MEASURE (18 hours)
Area and perimeter 

Recap how to calculate the area and perimeter of a rectangle and a triangle Clip 554,557,558,549

Calculate perimeter and area of compound shapes made from rectangles  (extension containing triangles) Clip 551,555

Volume and surface area 

Recap how to calculate the volume of cubes and cuboids Clip 568 

Recognise the nets of cubes and cuboids Clip 833,834,835,836

Calculate the surface area of cubes and cuboids Clip 570,584

Angle properties

Recap how to calculate angles on a straight line, angles around a point, vertically opposite angles etc. Clip 478.479,480,485

Calculate angles in quadrilaterals and triangles (including equilateral and isosceles triangles)  Clip 487,560

Angles in polygons

Recall the names of polygons up to 10 sides Clip 822

Understand the difference between regular and irregular polygons Clip 561,562,563,564

Know that for every extra side the sum of interior angles increases by 180
0
 and use this to find missing angles in polygons up to 8 sides Clip 561,562,563,564

REVISION FOR END OF TERM TEST (6 hours) 6
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